
Wellington Service Rifle Association Inc. 
Presents the 

Din Collings & Tank Trophy Shoots 
Sunday 9th December 2018 

Match Director + Range Officer; Simon Young + Steve Bain plus others 
To be held at HVNZDA Range Kaitoke 

Sign in from 8.30am, competition starts at 9.30am. 
Range fee $15.00 

 
Match 1: Tank Shoot  
50 yds on A4 sized target. 10 rounds. On command drop to sitting or kneeling and fire round/rounds in 6 
second. 2 rounds for semi auto and 1 for bolt action. Semi auto scores will be halved. Open to all service rifles 
as per SMC 5.0 (Iron sights or Scoped) 
 

Match 2: Din Collings trophy: Open to all rifles (bolt action or semi auto) but only 

WSRA members shooting as issued, bolt action and semi auto iron sighted rifles with fixed 
bayonet are eligible for trophies 
 
1. Trinity  
100 yds, Standard format on figure 12 unsupported, 60 secs per position. 15 rds 
 
2. Gasmask 

100 yds prone supported, figure 12.  10  rounds in 60 seconds with gasmask fitted. 
Start standing with hot rifle loaded with 5 rounds, another 5 loose or in stripper clip. Masks 
can be missing the filters but must have lenses fitted. No gasmask= no support and V bulls  
only count. 
 
3. Mad Minute 

100 yds prone unsupported on Fig 12 . Start prone with hot rifle loaded with 5 rounds, another 10 loose or 
in strippers clips. 60 seconds, 15 rds 
 

4. Application 200 
200 yds, prone supported, 10 rounds on Fig 12, 120 seconds 
 

 
 
TROPHIES; 
WSRA Tank Trophy is open to all service issue rifles 
Din Collings Trophy is open to as issued iron sighted bolt action or semi auto military 
service rifles with bayonet fitted. All others will shoot as open class rifles. 
 
BBQ on the day if we have a volunteer to cook. 
 

 


